It’s time to change Aadva™ IOS from GC

Digital technology made easy with GC’s intra-oral scanning system
What we can offer you is an approach that is convenient – faster - efficient and will help you to

• save time and avoid retakes
• immediately validate your preparations
• increase patient comfort and satisfaction

Welcome to modern dentistry with the GC Aadva digital system ……

a new world of advanced materials, tools and possibilities to make your entrance in modern dentistry effortless.

Many dentists consider switching to digital impression taking. Are you also willing to go for a change? Then the time is right, because GC has made digital technology accessible and easy.

Digital impression taking has been around for a few years now. We at GC believe that now is the right time to ask yourself …

• why continue taking impressions with a tray and impression material, when more convenient approaches are available?

• why continue packing the impression and wait until the technician comes to pick it up or send by post, when faster approaches are available?

• why continue writing order forms with work descriptions and drawings, when more efficient approaches are available?
The Aadva IOS ... convenience at the tip of your fingers

- It all starts with an impressively small and light hand piece that can reach even the most difficult areas.
- Start & stop mode is activated with a simple gesture function, without complex buttons.
- The hand piece is positioned on a rotating cradle with heating function for anti-fog effect.

- You can choose your preferred working position because the flexible arm and rotating screen allow you to modify the device according to your wishes. Everything is clearly visualized on a 19’ touch screen where you can follow the entire scan flow, guided by a unique technology with real-time screen visualization. Interrupted scans are easily retaken at any time and at any previously scanned area.

- And since the scanner needs no powder spray, the entire process is clean and easy with more comfort for your patient.

19’ touch screen
Rotating cradle with anti-fog function
USB & SD Card ports
Flexible arm & rotating screen
Round & smooth surfaces
Brake & move pad
Transportation lock
And how about saving time and costs on materials and shipping? What about clear and real-time communication with the dental lab without any negative surprises?

GC’s approach to modern dentistry goes further than just impression taking. The GC Aadva Digital Services Platform can be a great help to you.

Because it is **you who decides** how and with whom you work ... thanks to our **complete open system** without limitations. You have the **freedom** to control your workflow.

**Digital Services Platform...**

The GC Aadva Digital Services Platform is an all-in-one approach for the management of your digital dentistry workflow. This cloud based platform supports and facilitates communication with the GC production and service teams, but also with registered external laboratories.

- Secured exchange platform for case evaluation, CAD design and CAM production
- Possibility to forward cases to registered 3rd party labs and their services
- Transfer and storage of cases scanned with the Aadva IOS
- Track & trace of all your cases, account management, device management and support management
- Messaging center and knowledge management with pinformation about new products, promotions, events etc.
Intuitive from beginning

A modern workflow that allows you to be faster and more efficient when planning, preparing and producing your prosthetics.

- Patient ID
- Scan flow
- Validation
- Margin definition
- Bite registration
- Data transfer, with the option to add pictures or other files
Welcome to modern dentistry

Scan ➔ Transfer ➔ Design ➔ Manufacture ➔ Deliver ➔ Place

It’s time to change

GC Aadva systems will always have a tailored solution that fits your needs and preferences. A wide range of possibilities to fully support your entrance in the era of digital dentistry.